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Hafa Adai! 

 

Welcome to the 25th Annual Regional Language Arts Conference.  This conference is truly a collaborative 

event designed not only to connect the University to the community, but also to examine curriculum and 

pedagogy and to provide opportunities for information exchange among teachers about effective methods 

that work in our multilingual and multi-cultural classrooms. 

 

The conference was started twenty-five years ago, by two now-retired UOG Division of English and Ap-

plied Linguistics faculty, Drs. Dan and Joyce McCauley because they felt there was a need for teachers to 

get together, share ideas, bond, and learn about new educational materials and creative ideas in teaching 

methods and approaches. 

 

Our keynote speaker this year is educator and social worker Efren Peñaflorida, the 2009 CNN Hero of the 

Year. He is known for his "Kariton Klasrum" (Pushcart Classroom), where he and his team of volunteers 

bring books and other teaching materials in a pushcart to reach and teach poverty-stricken children.   

 

I sincerely thank the committee members who have organized the conference as well as the conference 

sponsors including UOG College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, McGraw-Hill and Dr. Margaruite 

Smith, UOG School of Education, International Reading Association, Guam Council, and Guam Marriott 

Resort & Spa.  Together you have developed an event that highlights the importance of literacy and read-

ing and showcases the best teaching methods we can use to engage our students both inside and outside the 

classroom. 

 

To all the attendees, I encourage you to share and collaborate with your peers and to present your own suc-

cessful teaching strategies next year and in future conferences. 

 

Message from the senior vice president 

Dr. Helen J.D. Whippy 

Senior Vice President Academic and Student Affairs 
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Message from the dean 

Welcome to the 25th Annual Regional Language Arts Conference! We are pleased to note 

that there are more off-island participants this year from Saipan, Rota, and the Federated 

States of Micronesia. 

 

The College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences is very proud to be the primary sponsor of 

this conference. This year, the conference is bringing over 200 educators from our region 

together to discuss a number of very important issues related to the language arts, which is 

the cornerstone of the education of our youths. 

 

First and foremost, this conference is an opportunity to learn from each other, share new 

ideas and techniques for teaching and student learning, and to celebrate your successes.  

Our keynote speaker, Mr. Efren Peñaflorida, came from the Philippines to join us. He will be 

sharing his expertise in the area of literacy education.   

 

Congratulations for the impressive array of presentations for the two day conference. The 

topics are very interesting and informative. I believe the challenge facing you today will be 

deciding which concurrent session to attend. There are so many interesting sessions. 

 

I hope that you will learn much from this conference, and that you will go back to your  

respective campuses energized by the sessions and inspired with new ideas for your classes. 

 
Sincerely, 

James D. Sellmann 
Dr. James D. Sellmann, Dean 

College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences 

Dr. James D. Sellmann 

Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences 
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Congratulations to the Language Arts Conference for 25 years of honoring regional language 

arts.  Special acknowledgement must be made to one of the cornerstones of the Conference, the 

head Chair of the event, Dr. Clarisa Quan, who has been organizing this event for more than 20 

of the 25 years!  Other hallmark organizers of this event are Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera,           

Dr. Catherine Stoicovy and Ms. Debbie Respicio, who has been the coordinator of the Confer-

ence for well over a decade. 

You are sure to be delighted by the keynote address from CNN’s Hero of the Year Efren Pe-

ñaflorida.  Again, Dr. Quan and Ms. Respicio should be congratulated for their considerable ef-

forts to bring him to our fair isle.  There will be new research from our faculty, student presenta-

tions, and wonderful vendors, games and prizes. 

Our College Dean, Dr. James Sellmann, and the Dean of the School of Education, Dr. Frankie 

La’anan, have coordinated to provide funding and logistical support to the conference.  The In-

ternational Reading Association continues their generous support. 

This year we are extremely proud to have UOG Center for Island Sustainability providing trans-

formative sessions on environmental and sustainable living.  They will show you how to reduce, 

reuse and recycle with ease, and they will amaze you with ways to reduce your power bill. 

  

I am proud to be a part of this conference, and I hope you will be, too. 

 

 Biba, LAC! 

 

Message from the Associate dean 

Troy McVey 

Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences 
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S ocial worker and educator Efren G. Peñaflorida, Jr. grew up in the Philippines, in Cavite City’s slums, near a 

cemetery and dump site. He suffered bullying as a young boy, picked on by his neighborhood’s gang members. 

Discouragement and safety concerns led him to lose interest in school and discontinue his studies.  

 In 1994, he participated in a campus interactive support group called Club 8586 Inc.  Membership in this 

group helped change his views and gave him the incentive to pursue his education.  Eventually, he earned de-

grees in Computer Technology and Secondary Education. 

 His Club 8586 mentor KB Manalaysay’s principle, “Love learning and embrace it for it shall embrace 

and love you back and shall enable you to change your world,”  inspired then sixteen-year-old Efren Peñaflorida, 

with his friends Rezcel Alconcel and Jefferson Bernal, to form the Dynamic Teen Company (DTC)  in 1997.  

The group aimed to divert youths away from street gangs, towards community awareness, activism, and personal 

development.   

 In the beginning, the Dynamic Teen Company’s operations were under the supervision of Club 8586.  

Gradually, DTC’s volunteers became involved in street education and community projects.  Under the leadership 

of Efren Peñaflorida, they started the Kariton Klasrum (Pushcart Classroom Project) in 2007.  Pushcarts filled 

with school materials – books, pens, pencils, tables, chairs – were pushed to cemeteries and dump sites that were 

then converted to classrooms for the poor. 

 The Kariton Klasrum project was recognized by Gawad Geny Lopez Bayaning Pilipino in 2007, by the  

(Philippine) National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) and the UN Volunteers Programme in 

2008, and by the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) TAYO  in 2009.  Mr. Efren Peñaflorida was 

also nominated then chosen “CNN Hero of  the Year” in 2009.  That same year, then-President Gloria Macapa-

gal Arroyo conferred the prestigious “Lakandula Award” on Mr. Peñaflorida.  In December 2010,  the Philip-

pines’ President Noynoy Aquino named Mr. Peñaflorida one of  “The Outstanding Young Men of the Philip-

pines”.   

 According to Mr. Peñaflorida, “When people regard me as a hero, I always tell them that they should 

look inside themselves too because I believe that there’s a hero inside every one of us. All we have to do is open 

our eyes wide and feel what’s going on, then let our hearts be willing to accommodate the needy, the desperate 

and the hopeless simply by extending our hand to them, and there you will unfold the hero that is in you.” 

 

Keynote speaker 

MR. EFREN PEÑAFLORIDA 
KEYNOTE SPEAKER 
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Keynote speaker 

Efren Penaflorida, CNN Hero of the Year 

  

 Penaflorida is a Filipino teacher who won the 2009 CNN Hero of the Year 

award for his outreach teaching project known as, "Kariton Klasrum" (pushcart 

classroom).  He received his award from American actress Eva Mendes at the 

Kodak Theater in Hollywood. 

  

 According to Penaflorida, "Our planet is filled with heroes, young and 

old, rich and poor, man, woman of different colors, shapes, and sizes.  We are 

one great tapestry...Each person has a hidden hero within, you just have to look 

inside you and search it in your heart, and be the hero to the next one in need." 
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D r. Margaruite Smith is Director of Department of Defense Education Activity (DoDEA), 

Hawaii and Pacific Sales and Service for McGraw-Hill Education. In that capacity, she is respon-

sible for textbook and online learning sales and all aspects of teacher training and Professional 

Development services for McGraw-Hill Education prekindergarten through college materials, 

which include SRA, Macmillan, Contemporary, Glencoe, MHHE and Wright Group products to 

the Department of Defense Schools and to Guam, Marshall Islands, Palau, Commonwealth of the 

Northern Marianas, Federated States of Micronesia and American Samoa, and Hawaii.   

 Margaruite has degrees from Texas Tech University, Texas Southern University, and the 

University of Denver in education and in educational administration.   She has taught in every 

grade level 1-12, in college and has been an elementary administrator.  She has teacher certifica-

tion in reading, English as a Second Language as well as general studies K-12. 

Margaruite F. Smith, EdD 

Plenary Speaker 

 

 

Plenary speaker Biography and abstract 
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Event schedule 

 

Presentations & workshops 

University of guam 

November 16, 2012 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

3:00-4:00 

English and Communications Building 

Room 108 

 

Registration and Packet Pick Up 

4:00-4:45 

College of Liberal Arts 

& Social Sciences Lecture Hall  

 

Opening Remarks and Orientation Introductions 

4:45-5:30 

School of Education 

Mac Computer Lab  

Dr. Jacqui Cyrus 

Tips to Tech Up Your Technology 

 
Get ready to spruce up your ‘tech toolkit’ for your classes. We will start with 

baby steps and view a few tools first. Then we will sign up and begin to use some 

of them. So come prepared with a username and password that you will remem-

ber and be able to use in this  ‘tech-y’ session.  

4:45-5:30 

English and Communications  

Building Room 107 

Dr. Michael Griffin 

* H, C, ESL 

Some Uncommon Facts About Some Common Topics 

 

Facts are supposed to comprise the essence of our evidence in support of the in-

formal and formal theories we create, accept, and/or maintain about how we think 

people and the world operate in their various contexts. Presumably independent 

people and organizations would desire to marshal as much of the available facts 

as is reasonably possible about a given topic or circumstance before they form a 

firm conclusion and act upon that decision. This presentation attempts to illumi-

nate some everyday topics for which there are some existing facts that question 

the common perceptions (conventional wisdom) people hold about these topics. 

 

Codes Used: P= Pre-School  E= Elementary M= Middle School  H= High School 

  C= College  ESL= English as a Second Language    ALL= All Levels 
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Event Schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

4:45-5:30 

English and Communications  

Building Room  102 

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera 

& 

Lois T. Gumataotao 

*ALL 

Creatively Differentiating Instruction for Pacific Island Students 

 

As educators, it is important that we meet the needs of all Pacific Island Students. 

Learn how you can support the academic needs of all learners using vocabulary, 

comprehension skills, and engaging strategies. 

4:45-5:30 

English and Communications  

Building Room 101 

Tressa Dela Cruz 

*C 

Embarrass Yourself:  Building Trust and Community 

 

You spent the weekend reviewing different resources and looking for activities 

to demonstrate the four types of sentences.  You’re excited and you can’t wait to 

share the lesson with your students.  On Monday, you arrive early, set up your 

classroom, and anxiously wait for your students.  You begin class on time, recap 

the events of your weekend search for lessons, and begin the lesson.  After re-

peating the last type of sentence, you turn around to see a room of empty expres-

sions and eyes that seem not to care. You think your students are having a rough 

start and you repeat lesson only to end class with expressionless, emotionless 

faces.  What can you do? Join me for a conversation of breaking walls down, 

getting to know your students, and learning to share your stories to build trust 

and community in the writing classroom.    

4:45-5:30 

English and Communications  

Building Room 103 

Diane Thurber 

Getting OUT: Understanding the Postmodern Japanese Feminism of 

Natsuo Kirino  
 

Natsuo Kirino wrote a groundbreaking novel OUT, in which she crystallizes views 

of the modern woman in Japanese society. She defines he women as society defines 

them, but then creates characters whose depth and wisdom defy conventional defini-

tions. The postmodern aspects of the novel enhance the statement Kirino makes 

about the roles of women in Japan’s future. This paper also explores how the nature 

of Kirino’s style has made acceptable these heretofore unspeakable visions of wom-

en and what that might mean for the future of Japanese feminism. 
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Event schedule 

 

Presentations & workshops 

Guam Marriott resort & Spa 

November 17, 2012 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

7:00– 8:30 

Ballroom Level Lobby 

Registration & Packet Pick-up 

Continental Breakfast 

8:30– 9:15 

Ballroom B/C 

Dr. Jose Q. Cruz 

*C 

Teacher’s Praxis Scores and Composite Scores: A Focused Analysis 

 
During the past three months, teachers who did not pass the present Guam Praxis I 

score requirements were meeting to assess the results of their scores. 

A proposed qualifying score option is offered using the composite scores instead of 

the usual 173, 170, and 170 respective scores for reading, mathematics and writing. 

Further a lowest score acceptable on any of the three (3) areas tested is to delimit 

the composite scores. An example is a composite score of 513 is to be acceptable. 

Scores in reading must not be below 168, mathematics not below 165, and writing 

not below 165. The standard of composite does not lower the overall score of a 

teacher but the respective other scores are to be used as scaffolding for any of the 

lower respective scores achieved. Further, evidence of performance is to be pre-

sented based on the 17 standards evaluated by a teacher’s respective principal. The 

Composite score of 513 is the major component for consideration. 
 

There is no extant research relative to PRAXIS scores of teachers in Guam. 

Tables will add to an understanding to the proposal and has been submitted to the 

Guam Certification Council. 
 

This applied research should be of interest to teachers, principals, parents, and other 

stakeholders interested in the PRAXIS I tests administered to Guam public school 

teachers. 
 

Related areas of the presentation are test scores, standards of scores, certification 

requirements and teacher performance. 

Codes Used: P= Pre-School  E= Elementary M= Middle School  H= High School 

  C= College  ESL= English as a Second Language    ALL= All Levels 
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Event Schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

8:30-9:15 

Ballroom A 

Graziella A. Griffin 

*Upper E, M, H, ESL 

 

Title: Writing to Learn—Strategies for the 21st Century Teacher 

 
Writing is a powerful teaching tool for guiding learning since it forces students to sift 

through and examine the concepts at hand and to find relevance for them in their 

lives. Students who write frequently are more self-directed and don’t wait for the 

teacher to spoon feed them (Bean et al, 2008). According to Kuzmic (2011), “writing 

frequently … across content areas is one of the single best ways to raise overall 

achievement and literacy.” In this presentation, participants will be familiarized with 

some writing strategies that can be used in the classroom. These include Quick 

Writes, Possible Sentences, Cubing, Guiding Writing Procedure, Completion Think-

ing Frames, and Short Constructed Responses. 

8:30—9:15 

Heritage 

Leiana San Agustin Naholowa’a  

* H, C, ESL 

The Writer as Artist: Oscar Wilde and the Great Guam Art Awakening 

 

While incorporating "The Critic as Artist" by 19th-century queer writer Oscar Wilde, 

I guide students in the development of their descriptive, reflective, and analytical 

writing abilities by encouraging them to engage in the world of art around them. In 

spite of our limited number of local galleries and defined public art collections, stu-

dents are required to write about works of art they discover in restaurants, shops, ho-

tels, parks, churches, jungles, and anywhere their observations are able to carve an 

aesthetic sensibility. Ultimately, the whole of Guam becomes their museum space and 

art installation. I discuss the importance of the contemplative life and describe various 

writing exercises that incorporate the analysis of print magazine advertisements in 

conjunction with Jean Kilbourne’s continuously groundbreaking series Killing Us 

Softly, the work of Chim↑Pom as featured in Frontline’s “The Atomic Artists,” and 

resources made available by the Guam Humanities Council. Lastly, I share the chal-

lenges and triumphs inherent in helping students consider their own writing as deeply 

artistic as the art works through which they commune. 

8:30-9:15 

Latte 

Dr. Catherine Stoicovy  

& 

Dr. Clarisa Quan 

*E, M 

"Miss, why do those words look and sound funny?" Explanations and 

teaching strategies for "don't make sense" pronunciations and word 

forms in English  

 
This presentation will give the historical reasons behind irregular spelling and word 

forms in English, then suggest ways to teach them to grade school, middle school, and 

high school students.  

8:30-9:15 

Guahan 

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera  

& 

Lois T. Gumataotao 

*P, E 

Digital Storytelling with Young English Language Learners 

 
Since children are naturally captivated by stories, digital storytelling serves a power-

ful role of transmitting knowledge to English Language Learners. Learn how you can 

use digital storytelling to increase reading comprehension, build technology skills, 

develop critical thinking, and increase motivation to read. 
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

8:30-9:15 

Coral 

Paulette M. Coulter 

*E, M, H, C, ESL 

WWWWWH?: A Simple, Powerful Tool for Teaching, Learning, and 

Assessment 

 

The six basic questions––Who? What? When? Where? Why? How?––provide a sim-

ple structure for multiple tasks in teaching, learning, and assessment, ranging from 

oral or written checks of reading comprehension to analysis of communication within 

and between cultures and societies using the framework for the ethnography of com-

munication developed by sociologist Dell Hymes. 

9:15-9:30 

Break 
Table Displays 

9:30-10:15 

Ballroom A 

Roberta  M. Abaday 

*E, M, H  

The Common Core in Six Easy Steps 

 
Do the words “Common Core Standards” make you look for the nearest exit?  Fol-

lowing Kay Burke’s six easy steps, we will look at unpacking and repacking the 

Common Core Standards.  Participants will take a common core standard and identify 

the key terms, repack the standard to match the teaching order and identify a lesson 

focusing on the standard.  The guidelines provided can be used once the participants 

return to their school sites. 

9:30-10:15 

Ballroom B/C 

Karen Robison 

Teacher Created Materials  

*E 

Reading in the Content Area Reading: Improving Literacy in All  

Subjects Using High Interest Engaging Nonfiction Text 

 
Reading in the Content Area Reading: Improving Literacy in All Subjects Using 

High Interest Engaging Nonfiction Text 

Integrate a variety of reading skills and strategies into your content-area instruction to 

improve comprehension.  

Each Educator will receive engaging high interest informational text to encourage 

content area literacy and an explicit lesson to use in their classroom. 

Teacher Created Materials Publishing is one of the most recognized names in educa-

tional publishing.  For over 35 years, our wide array of award-winning resources has 

been used by educators throughout the United States and internationally in 97 coun-

tries. 

Offering a broad range of innovative curriculum resources, Teacher Created Materi-

als’ products support reading, writing, mathematics, social studies, science, technolo-

gy, test preparation, and professional development for Grade Pre K – 12.  All of 

Teacher Created Materials’ resources and professional development training reflect 

the latest research, best classroom practices, and achievement-oriented methodolo-

gies.  The practical and teacher-friendly solutions created by Teacher Created Materi-

als help teachers do what they do best – reach, teach, and inspire students every-

where. 

Teacher Created Materials at the close of the session will have a door prize drawing 

giving away a Time For Kids Nonfiction Kit Valued at $799.99. 
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

9:30-10:15 

Heritage 

Tali Ariav 

*M, H, C 

Hebrew; The Language of The Bible 

 
The Bible was originally written in Hebrew. Since ancient times, Hebrew has 

been referred to as “The Holy Language,” and it was used for prayers in the tem-

ples and churches all over the Holy Land. 

In this presentation, we will talk about the nature of Biblical Hebrew and exam-

ine a Hebrew Bible. We will also discuss the differences between Biblical He-

brew and Modern Hebrew (the language spoken today in Israel), introduce the 

Aleph-Bet, its consonants and vowels, and we will learn a few useful phrases.  

*As a treat- each one of us will have his/her name written in Hebrew script on 

his/her tag name! 

9:30-10:15 

Latte 

Storyboard 

“Crossings” and Storyboard 12: A Journal of Pacific Imagery 

 
Storyboard, UOG’s literary magazine, has just put out a call for submissions to 

its next edition. Are you (or any of your students) a writer or an artist? What is 

Storyboard looking for? How do you submit  

your work? Members of the editorial staff will present a brief history of Story-

board, explain the submission guidelines, and then respond to questions.  

9:30-10:15 

Guahan 

Dr. Schreiner, EN 501  

Tabitha Espina, James Fee, and 

Lynsey Lee 

*H, C 

Graduate Research in Hermeneutics 

 
Hermeneutics is the art of literary interpretation, a philosophical approach that 

remains aware of its methodological roots in traditional exegesis while confront-

ing and adapting to contemporary issues in critical theory and cultural stud-

ies.  Three graduate students from the MA Program in English will present their 

recent reflections and research on topics in hermeneutics. James Fee will clarify 

certain concepts associated with Romantic Hermeneutics as they pertain to the 

interpretation of poetry. Tabitha Espina will discuss Wilhelm Dilthey’s concept 

of Nacherleben (reliving, re-creating, and empathizing) in Generational Identity 

Formation. Linsey Lee will present an analysis of the contemporary significance 

of Wilhelm von Humboldt’s philosophy of language. This session will be in-

formative to students, teachers, and university scholars in the humanities and 

social sciences.  

9:30-10:15 

Coral 

UOG Green 

*E 

Elementary Sustainability Presentation 

 

This presentation is aimed at educating elementary level students about the 

basics of sustainability and focuses on topics including recycling, saving wa-

ter and energy, and reducing their waste.  

10:15-10:30 

Break 
Table Displays 
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

10:30-11:20 

Ballroom B/C 

Plenary Speaker 

Dr. Margaruite Smith 

The Future of Literacy, Teaching and Learning 

 

This session will explore the impact of the new Common Core Curriculum Stand-

ards on the classroom focusing on the major change to outcomes rather than pro-

cesses.  Addressed will be the strong infusion in ELA curriculum of content area 

reading compencies across grade levels and how the new standards will affect the 

classroom.  

The Common Core State Standards have been adopted by all but 6 states as the 

foundation of the curriculum.  Every state that has adopted is now in the process 

of implementing in all classrooms. They are designed to do the following as out-

lined in the Mission Statement of the Common Core State Standards Initiative in 

alliance with the National Governors’ Association: 

The Common Core State Standards provide a consistent, clear understanding of 

what students are expected to learn, so teachers and parents know what they need 

to do to help them. The standards are designed to be robust and relevant to the real 

world, reflecting the knowledge and skills that our young people need for success 

in college and careers. With American students fully prepared for the future, our 

communities will be best positioned to compete successfully in the global econo-

my. 

This presentation will give an overview of the CCSS and show how their empha-

sis of content area reading, especially science and social studies, will change the 

way educators teach in the next decade. 

10:30-11:20 

Guahan 

Dr. Schreiner’s EN311: 

Dennis Chan, Evelyn Quiel, 

Ruffa Romero, Mara Wusstig,  

Johanna Salinas, &Angelica Ramos 

* H,C, ESL 

A Panel of Poets  

 
This panel will provide an opportunity for the poets of EN 311 (Introduction to 

Creative Writing) to read their poems aloud and offer commentary on the artistic 

content and techniques of their poetry. A variety of poetic forms will be demon-

strated such as the Japanese Tanka, the Sonnet, the Villanelle, and Free Verse. 

The panel will be both informative and entertaining for college students, teachers, 

creative writers, and practicing poets and writers. Seven poets will read and dis-

cuss their poetry: Dennis Chan, Maria Hernandez, Evelyn Quiel, Ruffa Romero, 

Mara Wusstig, Johanna Salinas, and Angelica Ramos. 

10:30-11:20 

Coral 

UOG Green: 

Sheena Ann Jose  

& Shiella Marie Jose 

*M 

Middle School Sustainability Presentation 

 
This presentation is aimed at educating middle school level students on sustaina-

bility and its various topics. The presentation delves a bit deeper into the topics 

and takes an additional step by promoting lifestyle changes to the students.  
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

11:30-12:30 

Ballroom B/C 

Keynote Speaker 

Efren Peñaflorida 

12:30-2:00 Lunch & Door Prizes 

2:00-2:45 

Ballroom A 

Thomas Petra 

*E, M, H, C, ESL 

Google Docs - Write, Share, & Collaborate 

 
Get your students’ writing rockin’ with Google Documents.  A favorite among 

teachers, Google’s online solution offers features that you won’t find with other 

word processors.  With Docs, students can create and edit their work simultaneous-

ly in multi-authored documents.  Collaborative papers and peer editing can be ac-

complished in the classroom or online at home.  Google Documents works in any 

browser or computer platform, and saves work automatically.  You’ll find the fa-

miliar formatting options, hundreds of fonts, as well as built in Web search capabil-

ities, citation, and tools for different languages.  Teachers will appreciate the auto-

matic revision tracking and the ability to highlight and add comments.  This gives 

you the ability to monitor progress and provide feedback easily during the writing 

process.  Plus, Docs can be kept private, shared with others or published to the 

Web.  You’ll save paper, storage space, and money when you create with Docs.  

Learn the best features and practices from a Google expert. Get rid of that stack of 

papers on your desk and give Docs a try.  It’s like writing on a cloud. 

2:00-2:45 

Ballroom B/C 

Dr. George Kallingal 

Professor Emeritus 

Clinical Psychologist 

* E, M, H, C, ESL 

Educating children: A necessary pre-requisite for successful teaching 

 
Teaching and educating are two very distinct and different functions, but good 

teachers merge the two functions harmoniously. Teachers often call themselves 

educators, but, in the classroom, they spend most of the instruction time to teach 

and hardly any time to educate. Teachers teach books but educators use their con-

tent to provide learning experiences that mold and form children and that make it 

possible for them to fulfill their dreams and live efficaciously in their community. 

Good teachers believe that information given in class must lead to  formation. For-

mation is the product of giving relevant and meaningful information, helping stu-

dents to link that information to what is stored up in their long term memory and 

processing it in their own unique ways and producing outputs that make a differ-

ence in their life and in the life of their community. They assess students to meas-

ure the level of formation achieved and use the assessment data for providing effec-

tive feedback, either for correction of deficits and weaknesses or for reinforcement 

of meritorious work. This is the work of the educator. 

This presentation will help participants understand the information processing 

model of teaching, learning and educating; it will provide evidence-based sugges-

tions for educating children and for implementing formative and summative evalu-

ation methods to get students to achieve the goals of teaching, learning and educat-

ing. Time- and context-tested tips and strategies will be given to make teaching and 

learning a truly worthwhile effort. All teachers, counselors, administrators and poli-

cy makers will find this presentation useful and practical. 
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Event schedule        

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

2:00-2:45 

Heritage 

Lindsey Adams 

*E, M, H, C, ESL 

Differentiated Instruction : Doing Something Different! 

 
Classrooms are filled with a variety of learners. Differences in ability, learning styles, 

and interests all influence how a student learns. When teachers can incorporate what a 

student likes into what a student must learn, successful teaching ensues. Differentiat-

ing instruction does just that. Personalizing instruction leads to meaningful, lifelong 

learning results. Leave this workshop with several tools for differentiating your class-

room! 

2:00-2:45 

Latte 

Dr. Quan’s LN400/G: 

Mr. Antonio Borja, Erika T. 

Camacho, Marina Camacho,  

Natalia Chargualaf, Zhalynn Chua, 

Russell Cortez, Melia Ha’Ani Cruz, 

Jacqueline Fathal, Rachel Flores, 

Stephanie Lodge, Karen Manaois, 

Chriselle Muna, Hannah Palacios, 

Dianne Pangalinan, Nelson Soliva, 

Angelina Yamashita, Neil Pang 

*ALL 

The Promise of "Scratch" in the Teaching of Language Arts,  

ESL-English as a Second Language, Foreign Languages, 

and Literature 

 
"Scratch" is an MIT-produced free, downloadable computer program that LN400 

students are using to design class lessons, exercises, and activities in the language 

arts, ESL, foreign languages, and literature. Every student will show his/her ongoing 

"Scratch" semester-long project. 

 

Erika T. Camacho – Pokemon Game 

Marina T. Camacho – Learning Japanese 

Natalie Chargualaf – A Lesson in Basic Korean Verb Conjunction 

Zhalynn Chua – Basic Japanese Grammar 

Russel Cortez—Parts of Speech with Maple Story 

Melia Ha’ani Cruz – Ma Hallan Mo’na i Buet: Vowel Fronting in Chamoru 

Jacqueline B. Fathal – Sentences! Sentences! Can you identify the different 

types of sentences? 

Rachel Flores 

Neil Pang – Que est que ce? Asking Questions in French 

Dianne Panganiban – Maze Libs 

Nelson Soliva – Preposition 

Angelina Yamashita – Homonym Harmony: A Brief Introduction to Homo-

nyms 

2:00-2:45 

Guahan 

Dr. Stoicovy’s ED645 

Liwayay Anicas, Lenith Atienza,  

Gloria Frias, Fatima Tibudan, and 

Pamela Villanueva 

*E, M, H,  

Title: Clicking Your Way to Literacy Through WebQuesting 

 
Looking for a way to put a spark in science lessons? Entice students to do in-depth 

research and utilize their skills in conducting experiments and other science activities 

through WebQuest. This inquiry oriented WebQuest lesson has six essential parts: 

Introduction, task, process, resources, evaluation, and conclusion that promote read-

ing, cooperative learning, and technology. With WebQuest there will be no boring 

lessons and unproductive use of internet. 
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Event schedule 

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

2:00-2:45 

Coral 

UOG Green: 

Keith Aguero & Myg Cordero 

*H, C 

 

High School/Post-Secondary Sustainability Presentation 

 
This presentation is aimed at educating high school and post-secondary level stu-

dents on sustainability and its various topics. These topics are further broken 

down and their components are further explained and discussed amongst the pre-

senters and students. Throughout the presentation, students are encouraged to 

make various lifestyle changes in regards to the different topics discussed.  

 

2:45-3:00 

Break 
Table Displays 

3:00-3:45 

Ballroom A 

Ruth Cuenco 

*M, ESL 

Saving Your Class in an 80-minute Period 

 
The lesson plan is one of the most critical components of classroom instruction. 

An effective lesson plan will not only help a teacher with classroom management 

but certainly create meaningful connections between the student and the content 

of the lesson. When the school adopted block scheduling, an 80-minute instruc-

tional period, the Block Schedule Lesson Plan was implemented. This format is 

based on the SIOP (Sheltered Instruction Observation Protocol) Model, and 

alongside with effective research-based classroom strategies, can create an enrich-

ing learning experience for all students. 

3:00-3:45 

Heritage 

Dr. Pamela A. Peralta 

*C 

Career and Motherhood:  A Qualitative Analysis 

 
The purpose of the study was to understand, analyze, and interpret the defining 

factors that attributed to the decision strategy of six highly educated successful 

career women to stay home upon the birth of a child (ranging from four months to 

one year).  This research study utilized the qualitative methodology based on a 

case study approach and individual interview.  These women chose motherhood 

full-time for a variety of reasons.  After their shift at home, they all resumed full-

time employment.  The meanings and definitions women place in their decision 

strategies can only guide employers, family therapists, and society in compre-

hending the nuances and decision making processes these women make to stay 

home with their children even at the height of their careers.   

Key Words:  full-time stay-at-home mother, highly educated mother, first and 

second attachment, intensive mothering, secure base 

3:00-3:45 

Latte 

Dr. Quan’s LN400/G 

*ALL 

The Promise of "Scratch" in the Teaching of Language Arts,  

ESL-English as a Second Language, Foreign Languages, and Literature 
 

Continuation 
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Event schedule        

Time/ Event / Presenter (s) Abstract 

3:00-3:45 

Guahan 

Johnavan Tamayo, Nicole Borja, 

Stephane Lujan, & Theodore 

Nededog 

*E, M, H 

Utilizing a Comic-All Approach to Assessing Content Knowledge 
 

Graphic novels made its debut over 25 years ago when Will Eisner’s, “Contract 

With God” crystallized through the social and media scene. More recently, how-

ever, graphic novels have inched their way into the classroom. They are effective 

tools for learning, which aid and promote visual and verbal literacy. Contrary to 

what skeptics may surmise graphic novels promote literacy. Graphic novels are 

resourceful tools that significantly facilitate improved reading for struggling read-

ers, including students with special needs and English-language learners. The 

application of graphic novels across various content areas can benefit students 

who are struggling to gain the content as well as enhance reading. 

3:00-3:45 

Coral 

UOG Green: 

Maribeth Marfega & Myg Cordero 

*H, C 

High School/Post-Secondary Energy Literacy Presentation 

 

The topic of Energy Literacy is a huge component of general sustainability. 

This particular topic is a complex one and deserves special explanation, and it 

is also a topic with easy and simple lifestyle changes that are readily accessi-

ble even on Guam. This presentation is usually reserved for high school and 

post-secondary students due to its complex elements and due to the fact that 

this age level of students are the up and coming adults who will soon face 

issues with energy. 

4:00-5:30 

Guam Marriot Resort & Spa 

The View (Lobby Level) 

Cocktails and Pupus with McGraw Hill 

Margaruite Smith 
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Thank you to all the vendors who generously contributed to the 

25th Annual Regional Language Arts Conference!  

 Guam Marriott Resort 

& Spa 

 3M  

 Bestseller  

 Carmen’s Cha Cha Cha 

Mexican Restaurant 

 Cengage 

 Cold Stone Creamery 

 ComPacific 

 Cycles Plus 

 Jamaican Grill 

 McDonald’s of Guam 

 McGraw-Hill Companies 

 Mermaid’s Tavern 

 Micropac Inc., Guam 

 National Office Supply 

 Onward Waterpark 

 Sheraton Laguna Guam 

Resort 

 Strike Zone Batting Cages 

 Tarza Water Park 

 Teacher Created Materials 

 UOG Endowment         

Foundation 

 UOG Center for Island   

Sustainability 
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Roberta M. Abaday 

Roberta M. Abaday is a Language Arts teacher at JFKHS and an adjunct instructor at UOG SOE.  She received Na-

tional Board Certification in 2007.  This presentation is based on assessment techniques learned from workshops 

and classes with Dr. Kay Burke, an authority on balanced assessment and the common core standards. 

 

 

Lindsey Adams 

Lindsey Adams is a senior at the University of Guam. She is majoring in English Literature and Secondary  

Education. She enjoys reading, traveling, and participating in social and religious activities.  

 

 

Liwayway Anicas 

Liwayway Anicas teaches 4th grade at J.Q San Miguel Elementary School. She has 8 years of teaching experience 

in the Guam Department of Education. She earned a Bachelor of Arts in Elementary Education from the University 

of Guam. She is currently pursuing a Master of Education with Specialization in Reading. 

 

 

Tali Ariav 

Tali Ariav was born and raised in Israel. She is the daughter of an always-cooking 

Persian mother and a home-sick Brazilian father, who both immigrated to Israel to find 

better lives before finding each other. She speaks, writes, reads and writes (and dreams as 

well in) English, Hebrew, Arabic and Portuguese. Tali earned a double MFA in Literary 

Translation and Playwriting from the Playwriting Workshop at the University of Iowa. 

She is a full-time English professor and teaches theatre courses at the University of 

Guam. Tali loves to read, write and travel the world. 

 

 

Nicole Jeweline Borja 

Nicole Jeweline Borja began her career as a teacher in August 2005. Since then, she has been teaching English at 

George Washington High School. Nicole is working towards the completion of a Master of Education with a spe-

cialization in Reading through University of Guam.  She resides in the village of Chalan Pago.   

 

 

Paulette Coulter 

Paulette M. Coulter is currently an instructor of English composition at the University of Guam. 

 

 

Dr. Jose Q. Cruz 

Presently serves as elected Guam Board of Education member of the Luchan District and Chair of the Ten Year 

Facilities Plan. After the election of Nov. 6, Dr. Cruz will serve as at-large elected member, one of six (6). Three 

other Board members are appointed by the Governor. 

Former President, University of Guam, retired associate and regents professor of the University of Guam after hav-

ing taught undergraduate and graduate courses for over 19 years in the College of Education and the College of 

Business and Public Administration. Courses taught include but not limited to school finance, school personnel, 

curriculum and instruction, school leadership, evaluation and introduction to teaching. He also served in various 

policy committees of the College of Education and the university program review committee. 

 

Presenter Biographies 
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Ruth Cuenco 

Ruth Cuenco, a University of Guam Spring 2011 graduate with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Secondary Education 

with emphasis on ESL, is currently working for the Guam Department of Education as a middle school ESL Read-

ing teacher. 

 

 

Tressa Dela Cruz 

Tressa Dela Cruz is an Instructor at Guam Community College who has a strong interest in teaching Developmen-

tal English.  Conversations with students have led to classrooms that focus on culture, reading, and writing.  When 

not grading papers or sharing stories, Tressa enjoys exploring Guam and the CNMI with her husband.  

 

Graziella A. Griffin 

Mrs. Griffin is a Language Arts as well as an AP Language and Literature teacher. She is a past president of the 

Guam Council of the International Reading Association, the current president of the UOG School of Education 

Alumni Association, and an Educational Testing Services reader. She has been teaching for over 20 years. 

 

Dr. Michael Griffin 

Mike has taught Public Speaking Persuasion and Argumentation for over twenty years that require an emphasis on 

facts. 

 

Lois T. Gumataotao 

Lois Taitano Gumataotao has 27 years of service with the Department of Education.  She is an ESL Teacher/

Coordinator at LBJ Elementary School.  She is also the Public Information Officer for the UOG-SOE Alumni As-

sociation, as well as a member of the Guam International Reading Association, Interagency Coordinating Council, 

Ginen I Hila I Maga'taotao Siha Association, and Pacific Islands Bilingual Bicultural Association. 

 

Stephane Lujan 

Stephane C. Lujan received her Bachelors of Art in Early Childhood and Elementary Education in 2005 and a 

Masters of Education in Administration and Supervision in 2010 from the University of Guam.  She is a Curricu-

lum Coordinator at Merizo Martyrs Memorial School and has been teaching for seven years.   

 

Leiana San Agustin Naholowa’a  

Leiana San Agustin Naholowa’a is a graduate student instructor in the Division of English and Applied Linguistics 

at the University of Guam. She is the owner of Pen Empower, a writing, editing, design, and creative services 

company, and she is a co-editor of Storyboard Journal 

 

Theodore J.T. Nededog 

Theodore J. T. Nededog received his Bachelor of Arts in Secondary Education with an emphasis in Chamoru Lan-

guage and Culture in 1999, and Masters of Education with an emphasis in Special Education in 2010 from the 

University of Guam. Theodore teaches English to students with special needs at GWHS.  He is interested in assist-

ing students with disabilities.  

 

Presenter Biographies 
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Presenter Biographies 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Pamela A. Peralta 

Dr. Pamela Agudelo Peralta was born in Barcarra, Ilocos, Philppines. The author’s family moved to Hawai’I, U.S.A. 

when she was 13 years old. She received her Bachelor of Arts degree in International Relations with an emphasis in 

French and Hispanic Studies from Mills College (an all-women’s college) in Oakland, California in 1993, her Master 

of Business Administration degree from University of Phoenix Hawai’I in 2012. After giving birth, the author made 

the decision to stay home full-time with her infant son where she spent almost four years. Dr. Peralta has found suc-

cess in sales relations working for several Fortune 100 companies in Hawai’i. Dr. Peralta and her immediate family 

relocated to Guam in 2011, and she is currently employed as a civil servant for the Government of Guam as well as 

an adjunct professor both on-line and on-ground. The author’s areas of interest include: stay-at-home mothers, teach-

ing, women and gender studies, and leadership studies. 

 

 

Thomas Petra 

Thomas Petra, M.Ed. has been an educator on Guam for over 20 years.  He is a Google Certified Teacher, Google 

Apps for Education Certified Trainer, and a Technology Integration Specialist.  He has presented for ISTE, the Glob-

al Education Conference, SimpleK12, and Google.  He is a contributing author of Classroom 2.0: The Book. 

 

 

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera 

Dr. Matilda Naputi Rivera is an Assistant Professor for the School of Education at the University of Guam, where 

she serves as the TESOL Program Chair.  She teaches for the TESOL, Reading and Instructional Technology Pro-

grams, as well as the Department of English and Applied Linguistics.  She served as an ESL Teacher/Coordinator 

with the Guam Department of Education for 15 years.  She is a Guam International Reading Association (IRA) 

Board Member, as well as the webmaster for Guam IRA, Ginen I Hila I Maga' Taotao Siha Association, UOG-SOE 

Alumni Association, and Pacific Islands Bilingual Bicultural Association (PIBBA) International.  She also serves as 

an adjunct professor for the English Department at the Guam Community College. 

 

 

Karen Robison 

Mrs. Karen Robison, International Sales Manager, works with schools and teachers around the world communicating 

the passion TCM has for educating students and helping them reach their full potential. Karen Robison will have the 

honor of presenting at the Guam Language Arts Conference to explore using Engaging Differentiated Nonfiction 

Text to engage your students in reading. 

 

 

Diane Thurber 

Diane Isis Thurber is an Instructor for DEAL at UOG. She earned the first MA in English awarded by UOG in May 

2009, for writing a play, Noh Way, which was produced by the UOG Theatre Dept. last March. She earned a BS in 

English and Theatre Education from Ohio State University and worked in a variety of fields before coming home to 

the Academy. She and he husband, Jefferson Cronin, Fezzik the Golden, Beckett and Maggie, the cats, live in fash-

ionably Far North Mangilao where they enjoy the current tranquility. 

 

 

Johnavan Tomayo 

Johnavan Jess Tamayo, of Talofofo, is an English teacher at George Washington High School.  This 2006 Notre 

Dame High School alumnus obtained his Bachelors of Arts in Education specializing in Secondary Education Lan-

guage Arts in Spring 2011.  Johnavan is currently pursuing his Masters of Education with a specialization in Read-

ing, and hopes to one day teach among the professionals at SOE.   
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Strike Zone congratulates UOG on their 25th Annual Regional  

Language Arts Conference!  Thank you to Mrs. Debbie Respicio, the 

Language Arts Conference Committee, the presenters, the educators, 

and the numerous volunteers who continue to make this a great event. 

Strike Zone appreciates and supports all your efforts!  

 

“You owe it to yourself to be the best you can possible be - in baseball and in life.” 

-Pete Rose                   
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International Lunch Buffet    Dim Sum Lunch 

Adult: $18.00*  Child (6-12): $9.00*   Adult: $20.00*  Child (6-12): $10.00* 

Tuesday, Thursday, & Saturday    Wednesday 

11:00 AM—2:00PM             11:00 AM—2:00PM 

  

Champagne Sunday Brunch   Indian Lunch Buffet- Friday 

Not valid in conjunction with other promotions 

*Plus 10% Service Charge 

 

For Reservations 


